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BULLDOG BREED CLUBS AND SHOWS  

Club Secretaries details are on the Bulldog Breed Council website: 

www.bulldogbreedcouncil.co.uk 

Bath & Western Bulldog Club  

 

Open Show:  

Date: Sunday 25th September 2022 

Judge: Mrs Alicia Salkheld (Salkysbully) 

Venue: TBC 

            

 

 

 

Birmingham & Midland Counties Bulldog Club 

 

 

Open Show:  

Date: Sunday 4th December  2022 

Judge: Ms Emily Tearle (Terlingfair) 

Venue: Willenhall Chart WV13 2NS    

 

 

 

 

 

Blackpool & Fylde Bulldog Club  

Open Show:   

Date: Friday 24th June 2022 

Judge: Mrs Claire Parker (Albionpride) 

Following Blackpool Championship Show 

 

Open Show 

Date:  Saturday 8th October 2022 

Judge:  TBA 

Venue: 

Bulldog Day UK  

Date: Sunday 5th June 2022 

Venue: Newark Showground NG24 2NY  

Annual event for all Bulldog lovers with profits going to 

Bulldog Rescue and Rehoming Trust.  Fun classes,      

doggy shopping experience and  advice.  But most of all  

FUN with your Bulldog  

More details to follow. 

https://www.bing.com/local?lid=YN1029x228752005738385428&id=YN1029x228752005738385428&q=Willenhall+Chart&name=Willenhall+Chart&cp=52.58504104614258%7e-2.0573055744171143&ppois=52.58504104614258_-2.0573055744171143_Willenhall+Chart
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British Bulldog Club 

 

Open Show & Gold Medal Puppy Competition:   

Date: Sunday 17th July 2022 

Puppy Competition Judges: Mrs Sue Garside, Mr Bill Johnson, Mr Stuart Lowthian 

Open to all dogs born in 2021. Enter on the Day. Judging starts at 10.00 a.m. 

Open Show Judge:  Mr Vicente Molés Vilar (Meljane) 

Venue: Shirland Village Hall Main Road Shirland Derbyshire DE55 6BB  

 

Championship Show   

Date: Sunday 20th November 2022 

Judge:  Mrs Sonia Saxon (Bagibeli) 

Venue: Southwell Racecourse  Occupation Lane  Rolleston  Nottinghamshire  NG25 0TS 

Bulldog Club Incorporated 

 

 

Open Show & Bulldog of the Year 

Date: Saturday  26th November 2022 

Judge: Mr Tom McCash (Taybull) 

Venue Inspire Sports Hall, Butterfield Green Road, Luton LU2 8DD 

Bulldog Club of Scotland 

 

Open Show 

Date: Saturday 22nd October 2022 

Judge: Mrs Carol Freshney (Bullenca) 

Venue:  Middlebie Community Centre Middlebie Lockerbie DG11 3HT 

 

 

 

https://www.bing.com/local?lid=YN1029x6089216447880935306&id=YN1029x6089216447880935306&q=Inspire+Luton+Sports+Village&name=Inspire+Luton+Sports+Village&cp=51.90800857543945%7e-0.39259299635887146&ppois=51.90800857543945_-0.39259299635887146_Inspire+Luton+Spo
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Bulldog Club of Wales 

 

Open Show 

Date: Saturday 5th October 2022 

Judge: Mrs Rita Simoncsik (Kupakos) 

Venue:  TBA 

 

 
East Midland Bulldog Club 

 

Championship Show:  

Date: Sunday 9th October 2022 

Judge: Mr Dave Tanner 

Venue: Tomlinsons Upper Grange Farm Ratby Lane, Markfield LE67 9RJ  

 

 

Junior Bulldog Club 

 

Championship Show 

Date:  Saturday 15th October 2022 

Judge : Mrs Ann Waters (Cholto) 

Venue: 

London Bulldog Society 

Open Show 

Date: 12th June  2022 

Judge: Steve Parker  (Albionpride) 

Venue Larkfield Village Hall New Hythe Lane, Larkfield ME20 6PU  

 

Limit Show  

Date: 23rd October 2022 

Judge: Sue Sibbick (Treasurabull) 

Venue Larkfield Village Hall New Hythe Lane, Larkfield ME20 6PU  

https://www.bing.com/local?lid=YN1029x12963685391374624160&id=YN1029x12963685391374624160&q=Tomlinsons+Boarding+Kennels+And+Canine+Centre&name=Tomlinsons+Boarding+Kennels+And+Canine+Centre&cp=52.67743682861328%7e-1.2746087312698364&ppois=52.67743682861328_-1.
https://www.bing.com/local?lid=YN1064x196476108&id=YN1064x196476108&q=Larkfield+Village+Hall&name=Larkfield+Village+Hall&cp=51.30651092529297%7e0.4411099851131439&ppois=51.30651092529297_0.4411099851131439_Larkfield+Village+Hall
https://www.bing.com/local?lid=YN1064x196476108&id=YN1064x196476108&q=Larkfield+Village+Hall&name=Larkfield+Village+Hall&cp=51.30651092529297%7e0.4411099851131439&ppois=51.30651092529297_0.4411099851131439_Larkfield+Village+Hall
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Manchester & Counties Bulldog Club: 

 

 

DETAILS OF FURTHER 2022 SHOWS COMING SOON 

 

 

 

 

 

Northern Bulldog Club 

 

DETAILS OF FURTHER 2022 SHOWS COMING SOON 

Northumberland & Durham Bulldog Club  

Limit Show:  

Date: Sunday 31st July 2022 

Judge: Mr Stephen Lee (Milasher) 

 

Championship Show:    

Date: Friday 16th September 2022 

Judge Mr Paul Reynolds (Biddle) 

Following Darlington Championshio Show 

 

Open Show 

Date:  Sunday 13th November 2022 

Judge: Mrs Victoria Paul (Blondello) 

Venue for all three shows: Bowburn Community Associa-

tion, Durham Road, Bowburn. Co. Durham DH6 5AT.  

Northern Ireland Bulldog Club 

 

DETAILS OF FURTHER 2022 SHOWS COMING SOON 
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Pennines Bulldog Club  

Open Show 

Date: Sunday 6th November 2022 

Judge: Enrika Walker  

Venue: The Newstead Centre Tilford Road Newstead Village 

Nottinghamshire NG15 0BS  

Plymouth Devon & Cornwall Bulldog Club 

 

 

Open Show:  

Date: Sunday August 7 2022  

Judge: Ms Ewa Larsson, (Britisher) 

Venue Following Utility Day Paignton & District Fanciers Association Westpoint 

Arena Clyst St Mary, Exeter EX5 1DJ   

 

 

South of England Bulldog Society 

Championship Show:  

Date: Saturday 4th June 2022  

Judge Mr Ralph Taylor (Hillplace) 

Venue: Newbury Showground Thatcham RG18 9NU 

Open show:   

Date: Sunday 28th August 2022  

Judge:  Mrs Hayley Dodwell (Asharlo) 

Venue: Cobham Village Hall, KT11 2LU 

 

Yorkshire Bulldog Club  

Open Show 

Date: Saturday 11th June 2022 

Judge: Mr Chris Bracken (Bradiebe) 

Venue: TBC 

Limited Show 

Date: Sunday 28th August 2022 

Judge:  Ramon Bonilla (Sharonbull) 

Venue: Grenoside Community Hall Sheffield S35 8PR  

https://www.bing.com/maps?&ty=18&q=Westpoint%20Exeter&satid=id.sid%3A3db91631-0baa-4718-0514-fcfac9451720&ppois=50.71299743652344_-3.4406299591064453_Westpoint%20Exeter_~&cp=50.712997~-3.44063&v=2&sV=1
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Calling all Bulldog owners not involved in the Show world. 

I can imagine are feeling a bit confused by the mixed messages that are being promoted 

on various health and welfare campaigns on TV and in the media against brachycephalic 

(short faced) dogs, particularly Bulldogs, French Bulldogs and Pugs, these being the 

most popular and ‘fashionable ‘ to own.  But there are many other breeds which are also  

Brachycephalic.   30+ are classed as such, so this affects lots of pet dogs in the UK so 

far hardly mentioned but which are inline for being included  . 

The Bulldog Breed Council has  been working on improving bulldog health as a priority 

for the past 15 years. Historically we started our first health certificates  in response to a 

meeting we had at the Kennel Club where we agreed to remove some wording and     

adjust the Standard to remove exaggerations  these were the key words describing head 

size and proportion . 

Most pet people  just want a dog that resembles the main characteristics that everyone 

recognizes as the ‘bulldog‘ and probably have never studied what the Standard asks for. 

They also want an excellent temperament that’s a pleasure to live with. They want a dog 

who can participate in family outings  and have a reasonable expectation of a good 

healthy  life without frequent needs of veterinary intervention from medicine to surgery . 

The Breed Standard, if read, should provide a perfect description of the dog bred to     

resemble the Bulldog. It’s nothing magic, it’s a word picture.  It just sets out the desirable 

qualities that for almost 200 years breeders  have used to preserve an identifiable       

example of the Bulldog. 

After the BBC  film that was made, drawing attention to pedigree dogs and health      

problems  the Kennel Club  made 42 changes to the wording of the Breed Standard     

taking away any sentences calling for any point in excess.  

This was 10 years ago and at the time breeders said that it would take time for the 

changes to be bred out and they would select the dogs who met the revised standard to 

keep and breed from.  

This has resulted in a less extreme Standard dog  being exhibited and offered at stud in 

the Show population . 

About this time Cambridge University started a very comprehensive research program 

into measuring the breathing of Brachycephalic breeds  asking for volunteer dogs to go 

forward to be checked in a new piece of equipment,  a chamber to measure the breath-

ing of an ‘at rest’ dog . 

All three breeds came on board (Bulldogs, French Bulldogs and Pugs). They continued 

testing at shows, kennels , testing days and gathered enough data to be in position to 

identify audible markers identifiable and to create the RFGS  this stands for Respiratory 

Function Grading Scheme in collaboration with the Kennel club .  

 

HEALTH CORNER 

PET OWNERS—WE NEED YOUR HELP 
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This enabled regular veterinarians to be trained to recognize and grade the dogs on 

what they found after a controlled exercise test . 

This scheme has been rolled out across the breeds as a valid breathing test.  It is 

measured and the data collected at the Kennel Club.   

Please look up on their  website to see the methods the grading and the results     

coming in. https://www.thekennelclub.org.uk/health-and-dog-care/health/getting-started

-with-health-testing-and-screening/respiratory-function-grading-scheme/ 

There are trained Veterinarians throughout the country to perform the tests. Several 

testing days are held by Breed Clubs and Vets themselves. To help our understanding 

we recommend people test their dogs even if they don’t think there is any problem. 

It is becoming very important that we have a huge random data collection on fit 

heathy pets as well as ones who have caused a worry to their owners, to give a 

true picture of Brachycephaly in the Bulldog population. 

At the recent Crufts I was told by  Dr Jane Ladlow on this project that the dogs exhibit-

ed were reflecting what they had set out to achieve and wanted the breed enthusiasts 

to know that their efforts were visible and audible. 

Everything was going in the right direction until a wave of fashion hit the breeds and 

their ownership. You tube influencers and celebrities got caught up and before we 

knew it the numbers being bred increased massively.  The demand carried on rising  

encouraging commercial breeding on a scale we have never seen in these breeds   

before !!!  

Without thinking of the dogs bred outside the colour standard, it worries me               

tremendously to see overdone faces with excess folds and loose skin, short legs,     

disproportionate body balance and screwed, tight tails.  This is what, for the last 15 

years, we have  concentrated  on improving. The tails have been such an area of work 

and it is so important the work done is preserved . 

There is no doubt that Brachycephalic breeds do need understanding and extra care, 

so they do not fit in with every family’s lifestyle . If when choosing one you unhappily 

get one who is plagued by problems this will soon impact your pocket if you consult the 

vet on  frequent occasions.  

The BWG  (Brachycephalic Working Group) has a strap line  ‘Stop and Think before 

buying a flat faced dog ‘ , This is basically trying to encourage you to research and 

source your dog from a responsible caring breeder . 

This is all well and good, but I’m concerned with the dogs you already own and 

love ,so that you can enjoy them without constant health worries and recently some 

newspapers brought fear into play by insinuating that we could have legislation and 

people even feared banning of ownership . 

HEALTH CORNER 

PET OWNERS—WE NEED YOUR HELP 
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This is not on the cards.  Even in Norway the ban there is a breeding one, ownership is 

still allowed, and people will carry on sourcing the bulldog even if they must look out-

side their country and Kennel Club to purchase a new one .  

So, how can we help preserve and promote healthy bulldogs   

Well, you can join in testing with healthy pet dogs so the survey is based on a 

wide range of dogs, not just those from veterinary records of dogs with breath-

ing issues.  We will then get a much clearer picture of the general health of the 

Bulldog population.  

I’m sure all of us want to be owners of breeds that, besides being the most excellent of 

companions, can hold their own with health statistics . 

HOW DO I GO ABOUT BOAS TESTING MY DOG? 

 

Click on the link below. This contains  the Kennel Club list of RFGS trained assessors 

by area  

https://www.thekennelclub.org.uk/health-and-dog-care/health/getting-started-with-

health-testing-and-screening/respiratory-function-grading-scheme/ 

There will be several sessions in collaboration with the French Bulldog Health         

committee  in different parts of the country. We have no dates yet but they are being 

arranged  

We are expecting to have testing days at the following shows.  Details will be pub-

lished in the Gazette as they are confirmed. 

Scottish Kennel (October)  

Blackpool Championship Show, Leeds Championship Show, Darlington Championship 

show, Pennine and Scottish open show in Gretna, West Lancs French Bulldog Club 

show in Liverpool, French Bulldog Club of England Stag Event Swindon, Bulldog of the 

Year  (Luton) .  

Stand-alone non show events, at Gatwick, Wales, Manchester and possibly others yet 

to be arranged in South East.  

 

As the dates and details become available, they will be advertised in the Gazette.   

Please go to the Bulldog Breed Council website www.bulldogbreedcouncil.co.uk 
(health tab) to find all the details and instructions to join the Bulldog Health 
Scheme.   

HEALTH CORNER 

PET OWNERS—WE NEED YOUR HELP 

With thanks to Mrs Vicky Collins Nattrass        

Bulldog Breed Council Health Co-Ordinator 

https://www.thekennelclub.org.uk/health-and-dog-care/health/getting-started-with-health-testing-and-screening/respiratory-function-grading-scheme/
https://www.thekennelclub.org.uk/health-and-dog-care/health/getting-started-with-health-testing-and-screening/respiratory-function-grading-scheme/
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BOAS—BRACHYCEPHALIC OBSTRUCTIVE 

AIRWAY SYNDROME 

Brachycephalic Obstructive Airway Syndrome (BOAS) is a breed-related disorder that means af-
fected animals cannot breathe normally and this significantly compromises their welfare. Animals 
affected by brachycephaly (having a flat face) include dog breeds such as the French Bulldog, 
Pug, Boston Terrier, Boxer, British Bulldog, and Shih-tzu  and cats such as the Persian and Per-
sian-derived breeds such as the Exotic Shorthair. Some rabbit breeds also suffer from brachyceph-
aly, including the Netherland dwarf and the Lionhead breeds. 

CHARACTERISTICS AND CONSEQUENCES OF BRACHYCEPHALIC OBSTRUCTIVE AIRWAY 
SYNDROME (BOAS) 

Airway abnormalities that characterise BOAS include narrowed nostrils, elongated soft palate, en-
larged tongue, and reduced size of the windpipe. Animals suffering from BOAS usually have more 
than one abnormality. Below is a brief explanation of each primary component of BOAS: 
 

NARROWED NOSTRILS (STENOTIC NARES) 

Malformation of the nostrils significantly narrows the opening of the nostrils. The opening of the 
nostrils may be so narrowed that they resemble a ‘slit’. This means that the airflow through the 
nostrils is greatly reduced, extra effort is needed to breathe normally, and dogs will need to adopt 
open-mouthed breathing when stressed, hot or excited. In more severe cases, some dogs rely on 
open-mouthed breathing all of the time. 
 

ELONGATED AND THICKENED SOFT PALATE 

The soft palate is a structure located at the back of the roof of the mouth. When it is too long and/
or too thick, it partially covers the opening of the windpipe when the dog is taking a breath, reduc-
ing the amount of air that can be inhaled and causing snorting sounds. It is the most common ab-
normality in dogs with BOAS and is seen in over 85% of cases. 
 

SMALL WINDPIPE (HYPOPLASTIC TRACHEA) 

The windpipe (trachea) does not develop properly and so less air enters the lungs, which can lead 
to animals struggling to take in more air with each breath. 
  
BOAS often progressively worsens because the primary abnormalities can lead to the develop-
ment of secondary changes. For example, animals affected by BOAS have increased breathing 
effort and this can cause their airways to collapse, particularly the larynx (the cartilage flaps that sit 
at the entrance of the windpipe), and this can further obstruct airflow into the lungs. Some of the 
signs that animals show of having difficulty breathing such as using their abdominal muscles to 
breathe and producing noises during breathing are unfortunately misunderstand by some owners 
as being normal for the breeds  
Animals with BOAS may also develop gastrointestinal problems resulting from their breathing diffi-
culties; this may lead to gagging, regurgitation and vomiting. 

SIGNS OF BOAS 

Some signs you may see in animals with BOAS are 
 Increased effort during breathing 
 Noise during breathing (snoring sounds) 
 Coughing 
 Shortness of breath 
 Sleep apnoea or sleeping problems where dogs will frequently wake up during sleep or adopt 

an abnormal sleeping position (e.g., sleeping with a toy between their teeth) to avoid airway 
obstruction during sleep 

 Stress and an inability to exercise normally (called exercise intolerance) 
 Gastrointestinal disorders which are associated with vomiting, gagging, excessive salivation, 

regurgitation, and reflex 
 Sensitivity to heat including being prone to heat stroke; and 
 Sudden collapse 
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PLYMOUTH DEVON & CORNWALL OPEN SHOW  

SUNDAY 1ST MAY 2022 

Judge: Mr David Bell (Pendlebrier)  

It was a privilege to be asked to judge at this show. The venue was great for all, dogs 

and competitors. The committee had done themselves proud with a wonderful array of 

rosettes and awards, great food & beverages Congratulations to all the winners and 

thank for your entries.  

Best In Show & Best Bitch ~ 

Testwood Killer Queen for     

Boyattbull  

Reserve Best In Show & 

Reserve Best Bitch ~ 

Starora Lucida 

Best Opposite Sex & 

Best Dog ~ Avaword 

King George  

Reserve Best Dog ~ Bullmont 

Lord Of The Manor Alfie  

Best Puppy In Show & 

Best Puppy Bitch ~  

Gasholi Starlight Evie 

Best Puppy Dog 

Captainbull I’m   

Bronson  
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BULLDOG CLUB INCORPORATED  

CHAMPIONSHIP SHOW 

15TH MAY 

What a great honour it was for me to be invited to 
judge at the oldest Bulldog club.  
 
As a young girl of 7yrs onwards I attended numerous 
shows run by this club when my father severed on this 
committee. 
 
The setup of the venue and the work of the committee 
was second to none a good job done. 
 
The quality of the dogs was very good on the whole 
with no outstanding health issues unfortunately there 
was one withdrawal. I found two or three very nice sur-
prises in the younger classes and from their showman-
ship they resulted in the winners being 
 
Dog CC & Best in Show - Mireman Nano for Onabazz 
Res. Dog CC - Baalzebul Cupid’s Beau  
Bitch CC & Res. Best in Show - Sandars Miss Agnes 
Res Bitch CC & Best Puppy in Show - Gasholi Starlight 
Evie 
Best Veteran in Show - Ragmarte Lilly Pad as     
Blenhiemstar 
 
I must say there were one or two specimens that I 
loved but they would not respond to their owners in the 
ring and therefore we will never know if the top hon-
ours may have changed. 
 
Thanks, must go to all the exhibitors who entered and 
took their placings with great sportsmanship. 
 
Melanie Reed-Peck 
Judge 
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FROM AMERICA 

One of the more popular performance sports for Bulldogs is Rally. 
 
From the AKC website: 
 
Think of an AKC Rally event as any team sport:  
 
You and your dog navigate a course, side-by-side, as you steer him through a course of 10-20 
different signs. Each of these signs provides instructions regarding the next skill that is to be 
performed.  
 
The dog and handler move continuously throughout the course with the dog under control at 
the handler’s left side.  
 
There is a clear sense of teamwork between the dog and handler both during and between the 
numbered signs.  
 
Although each performance is timed, having a good race time is not the goal; it’s all about 
working as a team while performing the skills, with the dog under control. 
 
As one of the world’s most famous basketball players, Michael Jordan, once said, “Talent wins 
games, but teamwork and intelligence win championships.” When you participate in an AKC 
Rally event, you get to show off both: Your dog’s talents and the teamwork between you. 
 
Started in 2005, AKC Rally is a fun family sport and participation increases each year. 
Rally is now offered at BCA National. 
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FROM AMERICA 

AKC RALLY 
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FROM AMERICA 

A recent post about front ends while looking at the dogs in 
profile got me thinking about making a post.  
 
We’ve discussed this several times over the years but why 
not revisit it? 
 
We (as a group) tend to think of “front ends” from the point 
of view of the dog facing forward.  
 
And it’s absolutely important.  
 
It’s as much a critical “profile” of the breed as the side view.  
 
But let’s look at that side view.  
 
Our standards have never addressed front end angulation “by 
name” (shoulder blades and upper arms).  
 
Some people have unfortunately misinterpreted that to mean these things 

aren’t important...  
 

NOT TRUE!  
 

I’ve added some photos.  
 
The shoulder blade (scapula) is set at an angle. Many breeds prefer 45 
degrees, others slightly less, depending on their “job” or depending on the 
style of dog it is.  
 
Connecting to the scapula is the “upper arm” (humerus) 
 
This “cuts back” or “returns” to a point where in many cases, 
ideally, the elbow ends up under the top of the shoulder 
blades.  
 
Bulldogs also have to have that arm “slanting outward” when 
looking at it from the front, even more of a case for it not be-
ing too short.  
 
So, while our standard doesn’t specify which is “ideal” for 
Bulldogs, we have many clues.  
 
I personally prefer all the angle we can get for our big front 
ends.  
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If the shoulder blade is “too steep” (leaning more towards vertical than “laid back”)’ you 
loose visible neck and the back “opens up” and looks longer behind the shoulder in a 
“swamp back” fashion.  
 
Look at the photo of the boxer. Use your imagination to 
see what happens to the neck and the top line if that 
shoulder blade starts to lean forward.  
 
Getting to the upper arm. Look at the photos I’ve           
included. If the upper arm doesn’t “return” the elbow back 
to underneath the shoulder blade, the ability to see 
forechest from the side is affected.  
 
(I like to compare it to a soldier being told to “put his 
shoulders back, chest out”)  
Those steep upper arms bring that chest inward and you 
loose the big prominence that is required.  
 
Again, look at the boxer photo. Imagine what happens 
when the elbow ends up in front of the top of the shoulder 
blade.  
 
I’ve seen dogs where the elbow is almost under the ears!  
 
Look at a dog. Find his elbow, visualize a straight line going up.  
 
Where does that line end?  
 
Hopefully near the top of the shoulder blade. Or somewhere pretty close.  
 
Now, I will say, there are many beautiful fronts (looking at them “head-on”) who have 
elbows sitting just forward of the shoulders. I think there can be some “wiggle room” 
there, provided it doesn’t affect any other feature.  
 
Look at depth of the rib cage. Important!  
 
And then look at the sternum.  
 
(Look at the skeletal diagram to locate these things, use the boxer photo to see how that 
looks “on the outside”). 
 
Lots of dogs have good angles but have no depth to their ribs and their chests are shal-
low and sometimes hollow looking at them from the front.  
 
 

FROM AMERICA 
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Ideally, the ribs are deep, which positions the sternum low with hopefully a deep arching 
sweep that sets the prosternum in the optimum position of being low and prominent, as op-
posed to set too high and being recessed. Not sure if we would call that “herring gut”? 
That’s a term that has never really been convincingly explained to me.  
 
Again, look at the diagrams to visualize how the positioning of these bones affect how you 
view the dog “from the outside”.  
 
And also note: these good angles from the side don’t negate the need for the proper for-
mation of these bones looking at them from the front.  
 
Even if the angles are good, if they don’t have the correct slanting out “tacked-on” shoul-
ders, correct angles don’t “forgive” that.  
 
Thanks to Andrew Smith for the boxer photo. 

FROM AMERICA 

This image is an “aftermarket” photoshop to 

demonstrate what happens when the upper arm is 

too far forward.  

With grateful thanks to Elizabeth Hugo Milam 
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WHAT IS RALLY 

EXPLAINING THE FUN OBEDIENCE DOG SPORT 

Rally is fun – no matter what experience level you or your dog have, it's easy to get involved, start training and 
then, competing. 
 
Your dog does not have to be pedigree dog to take part, however it must be registered with The Kennel Club 
on either the Breed Register or the Activity Register. 
 
What is rally? 
 
Rally (or ‘Rally O’ as it's known in the USA) is a canine activity derived 
from the heelwork elements of  competitive obedience. However it differs 
from obedience, primarily in that competitors and dogs attempt a pre-set 
course with signs placed at up to 18 stations along the course, requiring 
them to perform one of around 80 different pre-set exercises. The selection 
of  exercises and design of the course is at the judge’s discretion. Each      
individual round is performed at a brisk pace and takes around three 
minutes. 
 
There is no direction from the judge or steward as in obedience. The signs 
are all the guidance competitors receive. At level 1 and 2, the first two    
levels, dogs compete on lead and a loose lead is emphasised.  The       
handler may give verbal commands and encouragement throughout as 
necessary. More advanced levels  require dogs to compete off lead. 
 
How does the competition work? 
 
The selection of exercises and design of the course is at the judge's dis-
cretion. Each individual round is performed at a 'brisk pace' and takes 
around three minutes per dog with a maximum course time for levels 1 and 
2 of four minutes and five minutes for level 3 and above. There is no     
direction from the judge or steward as in obedience; the signs are all the 
guidance competitors receive. Handlers walk through the course (without 
dogs) before the competition starts. 
 
Physical or harsh verbal correction is strictly penalised. Elements of obedi-
ence, such as group stays and scent exercises, do not feature. Like agility, 
once the competitor has completed the round, they have finished. Although 
based on obedience heelwork, many exercises differ significantly from 
those found in competitive obedience and introduce innovative concepts of 
control of the dog. 
 
Competitors start each round with a perfect score of 200 and deductions are made by the judge for inaccura-
cies and mistakes in performance. As in working trials, progression to the next level will be based on reaching 
a qualifying standard, the minimum qualifying score is set at 175 for levels 1 to 4 and 180 for level 5 and 6. 
Dogs will achieve their rally level title and progress to the next level (except for level 6) once they have 
achieved six qualifying scores under at least four different judges. Alternatively an excellent score of 190 or 
more on three occasions, under three different judges, will also enable the dog to progress to the next level. 
Places are awarded at competitions but progression is independent of winning first places. 
 
What do I need to know to take part? 
 
Your dog must be registered with The Kennel Club (on either the Breed Register or the Activity Register) 
Competitors taking part in any event licensed by The Kennel Club must familiarise themselves with The    
Kennel Club's rules and regulations beforehand. You can download the Rally S Regulations booklet or buy the 
Rally (S) Regulations booklet from the Kennel Club online shop 

 

https://www.thekennelclub.org.uk/shop/publications/regulations-booklets/
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Dogs can start competing at 6 months of age 
 
No previous experience is necessary, so check out the list of rally clubs today! 
Make sure you buy a Rally Record Book in which to record all your competition 
wins and scores 
Rally signs can be purchased through The Kennel Club online shop 
 
Downloadable rally signs are available:  
Level 1 
Level 2 
Level 3 
Level 4 
Level 5 
Level 6 
 
When can I start training my dog? 
 
It is essential that your dog is fully socialised and that you have effective 

control at all times, especially as your dog will eventually be competing 
off lead. Taking guidance from a specialist at a training club is the best 
way to identify when your dog is ready to start formal training and 
competing. 

 
What rally classes are there? 
 
There are six levels of competitive rally. New handlers will start at level 1 
and progress through to level 6. Progression is based on the scores you 
and your dog achieve as a partnership, and not on wins or placings. 
 

 Level 1: Open to dogs which have not achieved a level 1 or level 1 
Excellent title 
 

 Level 2: Open to all dogs which have achieved a level 1 or level 1 Excellent title, except those 
that have achieved a level 2 or level 2 Excellent title. Dogs eligible for and entered at level 1 may also 
enter at this level 
 

 Level 3: Open to all dogs which have achieved a level 2 or level 2    
Excellent title, except those that have achieved a level 3 or level 3 Excellent 
title. Dogs eligible for and entered at level 2 may also enter at this level 
 

 Level 4: Open to all dogs which have achieved a level 3 or level 3    
Excellent title, except those that have achieved a level 4 or level 4 Excellent 
title. Dogs eligible for and entered at level 3 may also enter at this level 
 

 Level 5: Open to all dogs which have achieved a level 4 or level 4    
Excellent title, except those that have achieved a level 5 or level 5 Excellent 
title. Dogs eligible for and entered at level 4 may also enter at this level 
 

 Level 6: Open to all dogs which have achieved a level 5 or level 5 Excellent title. Dogs eligible for 
and entered at level 5 may also enter at this level 

 

WHAT IS RALLY 

EXPLAINING THE FUN OBEDIENCE DOG SPORT 

https://www.thekennelclub.org.uk/shop/publications/record-book/
https://www.thekennelclub.org.uk/shop/publications/rally-signs/
https://www.thekennelclub.org.uk/media/4143/level-1.pdf
https://www.thekennelclub.org.uk/media/4144/level-2.pdf
https://www.thekennelclub.org.uk/media/4145/level-3.pdf
https://www.thekennelclub.org.uk/media/4146/level-4.pdf
https://www.thekennelclub.org.uk/media/4147/level-5.pdf
https://www.thekennelclub.org.uk/media/4148/level-6.pdf
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Rally - frequently asked questions 

 

1. HOW IS RALLY SCORED? 

Each dog/handler team enters the ring with a perfect score of 
200 points. Deductions are scored based on the exercise re-
quirements and the scoring guidelines. Deductions are made in 
increments from a minimum of 1 point up to maximum 5 point 
deduction in relation to any one fault. The judge indicates point 
deductions on the score sheet as faults occur on the course. 
He or she may be assisted by a scribe steward in recording the 
deductions. 
 

2. ARE THERE ANY RESTRICTIONS ON WHO CAN 

ENTER RALLY COMPETITIONS? 

Dogs entered for these competitions must be registered on either The Kennel Club Breed Register 
or Activity Register and must be a minimum of 6 months of age to take part in levels 1 or 2 classes and 
12 months of age for level 3 upwards. 
 

3. CAN I TAKE TRAINING AIDS INTO THE RING? 

Food shall not be carried or given to a dog under test and the use of a toy as an incentive in the ring 
between or during exercises is prohibited. 

PROGRESSING IN RALLY 

Rally handler/dog teams compete in their lowest eligible 
class from level 1 to level 6. They may also compete at the 
subsequent level. Progression to the next level does not 
require wins or placings. Progression is dependent upon 
gaining three excellent scores, under three different judges, 
or six qualifying scores under four different judges. 
 

 Levels 1 to 4 have a qualifying score of 175 out of 200 

 Levels 5 and 6 have a qualifying score of 180 out of 
200 
 
In all levels, a qualifying score of 190 or above equates to an excellent score. 
 
When you have gained more experience, you are likely to set your sights on progressing into more 
advanced classes. To progress, you must achieve the qualifying scores as detailed below. 
Progressing scores 

 

Only the highest level title achieved should be used after the 
dog’s name. The title is designated as RL1, RL2, RL3, RL4, 
RL5, or RL6 and appears after the dog's name. 

WHAT IS RALLY 

EXPLAINING THE FUN OBEDIENCE DOG SPORT 

https://www.thekennelclub.org.uk/events-and-activities/activity-register/
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In a dog's forward movement, a harness with a ribbon crossing its chest from side to side 
hinders it in the same way humans would be bothered hiking with a rubber band holding 
their arms. Physiological movement of the front limb is inhibited. The same way rubber 
would inhibit the pendulum movement of our ARMS. 
 
Thanks to the “Study of Dog Movement of Jena University”, we now know that in the 
dog, the centre of rotation of the front limb is at the top of the scapula, but in the human 
the centre of rotation in the arm it's in the HUMOR. 
 
Jena's study demonstrates, among other things, the importance of scapula movement 
for dog locomotion. The importance of keeping the dog's shoulder free movement in 
mind is now understandable when choosing a chest harness. 
 
That means there SHOULD be NO ribbons in the scapula area (pink), and not going 
through the chest side to side either. 
 
From the point of view of biomechanics and physiotherapy, it is recommended not to 
choose walking harnesses that have a tape across the chest laterally, or that have tapes 
touching or pressing the scapula. 
 
Always prefer harness models with ERGONOMIC design, to allow maximum freedom of 
movement of your dog, improve his well-being and safety during his walk. 

AVOID USING THIS TYPE OF HARNESS  
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Bulldog Day UK  

SUNDAY 5TH JUNE  OPENS 11 A.M. AT NEWARK 
SHOWGROUND NG24 2NY  

for everyone who loves and owns a Bulldog or 
wants to know more about them ! 
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BULLDOG RESCUE NOTICE BOARD 

IT’S NOT ALL DOOM AND GLOOM  

You’d be forgiven into thinking that the entire world hates Brachy Breeds right now. Yet another 

news “item”, this time regarding Pugs aired at the end of May which of course brought it’s own 

flurry of KC and Breed Club statements.  

Sometimes I wonder if it wouldn’t just be easier to just keep quiet.  

When I think how upset I got after Crufts and looking back and wondering “Why did I let that get 

to me”. We will never change the minds of these people.  

You can argue the colour breeding argument, you can argue the back yard breeding argument 

– the people fuelling it simply don’t care about the facts, all they see is the poorly bred dogs in 

the vets, claiming on insurance and generally being sick.  

I’ve long argued that education is the only way forward but my gosh is it hard to reach the right 

people, or is it?  

Returning to the kennel this year after a 2 year break was the 13th Annual Scooter Ride out 

“The Bulldog Run”.  

For the first time in it’s 15 year history it rained – and boy did it rain – but still they came.  

Why? Because the general public love bulldogs.  

They actually don’t care about the colour breeding argument or the back yard breed argument, 

they just love the dogs.  

Not many of the crowd own one (some do); not many of them understand the politics, but given 

the choice to go home or keep riding in the pouring rain to see the dogs, they kept riding.  

The sight of those bikes coming over the hill of our lane will never get boring. They were step-

ping off the bikes and wringing out their jeans as they made their way to the coffee tent. They 

stood in the rain eating cake, fussing the dogs, talking to each other and generally enjoying the 

event. 

And that’s what it’s all about.  

Be it a fund raiser, a dog show, a walk or a general gathering. People love bulldogs so don’t  

ever lose sight of that.  

Keep breeding the best you can breed because in a few years’ time all these get quick rich 

breeders will be gone and then, and maybe only then – can we start to put their mistakes right.  

If you want to enjoy a gathering outside of the show world to raise funds for our Rescue, just 

check out the Events Diary at www.bulldogrescue.org.uk and join the mailing list. Next up is the 

amazing Bulldog Day at Newark and after that is another BDHQ walk to the kennel at Midhurst 

and do you know what – the dogs love seeing you as much as you love seeing them.  

http://www.bulldogrescue.org.uk/?fbclid=IwAR0quBJ4NvcrmOmx0orHd53cHdH-XKURnq9ZQui4_QRL1W2sVBBSd6kUXYY
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BULLDOG RESCUE NOTICE BOARD 

Sarah George (left) who 

organises the event and 

Ali Richards (right) a 

member of the Midhurst 

Detours Scooter Club  

Arriving at the kennels 

With grateful thanks to Tania Holmes 

Bulldog Rescue & Rehoming 
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Birmingham & Midland Counties Bulldog Club 

Open Show 

5th May 2022 

 

The Open Show had an 11am start, two hours after the champ show started, to allow for the 
first few classes of dogs to be judged by John Smith before I got my hands on them.  
 
Overall the day ran smoothly, with only a couple of stops to allow for some to compete in 
challenges in the other ring. 
 
Huge thank you to everyone who entered under me for the Birmingham & Midland Counties 
Bulldog Club Open Show. Very proud to have 71 entries for a weekday show. Thanks to the 
Committee who looked after me so well, and a special thanks to everyone who exhibited their 
babies on the day. Thanks to the club for the extremely personal and touching gift to mark 
the day, just in love with it! And thanks to Chris & Sharon of Awardboard for charging my 
phone so it had life to get us back on the plane. 
 
Rachel Collie (Judge)  

BIS - Captainbull Bonnie  RBIS - Avaword Dottie  BOS - Onahia Del Atlante He's The 

Only One At Waneta (IMP ESP)  

BPIS - Haddaway Dizzy 

Miss Lizzy At Rattray 

NAF  

https://www.facebook.com/chris.evison.75?__cft__%5b0%5d=AZXyqR6BJ2ZVYGObFV_FFcaneA1uilwdBm-YnggsWITkXF4DkEwX1W1TGDppPsTB_U4m6tmdXgrD0Znhbos2T39nkE6RnAvgOVOPU7pmvMhcVD_HY42wNzdrpKobvPewfcwphG7eXfHd0BeMyCqy7nSC&__tn__=-%5dK-R
https://www.facebook.com/awardboard.sharonevison?__cft__%5b0%5d=AZXyqR6BJ2ZVYGObFV_FFcaneA1uilwdBm-YnggsWITkXF4DkEwX1W1TGDppPsTB_U4m6tmdXgrD0Znhbos2T39nkE6RnAvgOVOPU7pmvMhcVD_HY42wNzdrpKobvPewfcwphG7eXfHd0BeMyCqy7nSC&__tn__=-%5dK-R
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CHI CHI’S STORY 
19th April 2022: 
Just when you think you've seen it all another dog comes along that tears at your heart . 
 
Please welcome Chi-Chi to EF (The Edward Foundation).  
 
We were called by a vet 2hrs ago to ask if we could take her as she had been taken into them to be put 
to sleep today.  
 
The vet said she was a very sweet girl but had an awful abscess on her hip. We said we would have 
someone there straight away and Hannah D.. went immediately to pick her up before they closed, to 
drive her to Sharon, Stacey & Emma for fostering.  
 
No-one could have prepared us for what she found when she got there though.  
 
This poor girl has obviously been mauled really badly on her thigh and it has become horribly infected.  
 
The puncture wounds are easily visible and the smell is horrendous. She is also emaciated and has been 
bred. We asked them to give her antibiotics and pain relief to tide her over until we can get her to our 
vet tomorrow. 
 
We will put the photos of her hip in the comments so please don't look if you are squeamish. 
 
Why.... Just why ���� 

 
20th April 2022 

So our little warrior princess went to the vets earlier with Stacey. They shaved and cleaned up her wounds. 
They have taken swabs to send off for testing so they can make sure she's on the right antibiotics but in the 
meantime they've given her more broad spectrum meds to keep her going and cover her for a urine infection 
she also has. 
They couldn't believe how sweet she was even though she must be in such pain, they can't rule out surgery 
once the infection is under control but she spent the whole time there doling out kisses and lapping up the  
attention.  
She weighs a mere 17.4kgs so needs to put a few kilos on to cover her frame but we're hopeful that with the 
TLC she'll get from Sharon & Stacy and her foster family she'll get there... she has so many people looking 

out for her now when yesterday looked so bleak - she's a lucky girl  
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DISCLAIMER : All funds donated are used towards the care of all of our rescued bulldogs. If monies donated for a 

specific dog exceed the amount necessary then the remainder will be used for our other rescue bulldogs.   

EMERGENCY PHONE NUMBER : 07891138336 

WEBSITE LINK : WWW.THEEDWARDFOUNDATION.CO.UK 

With thanks to The Edward Foundation 

CHI CHI’S STORY 

 
21st April 2022 

CHI-CHI UPDATE  

Our little girl has had another relaxed night. Her FM (foster mother) says she doesn't smell awful now 
her wounds have been cleaned up and she's happy for them to bathe her which is wonderful. She's 

drinking more so going to pee more and eating well  
 
This morning she was comfortable enough to roll over and, just when you think you've seen it all, you 

find she's still got stitches in from a C-Section  
 
The poor poor girl, what she's been through just to make money makes our hearts break and our blood 
boil. When people don't know where their cute puppies are coming from this could be the state of the 
mum, because Chi-Chis wounds may be unique, but her condition and living situation definitely aren't 

 
Thank you to everyone for the well wishes and love she's been shown so far it's been a long time  

coming for her  24th April 2022 22nd April 2022 

25th April 2022 
 
Just look at that face.. How can anyone watch her suffer like she was 

and then just want to snuff her life out  
 
She's doing so amazing. Her wounds are healing lovely and the 
swelling is going right down. Foster mums gave her a lovely bath 
and she's lost lots of scabs from other parts of her body. 
 
You can see old marks as well so looks like this is something that's 
happened to her before but obviously not to this last extent. 
All in all we're so so happy at the recovery she's made.               

https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.theedwardfoundation.co.uk%2F%3Ffbclid%3DIwAR30teUp9WDSgBNPVl0IJviN14CA5KU_-5WlJZoaudjjekJ4rIMtnjLELMg&h=AT2YsUJQ4v-XqdYtZHSxyqYGGyJnWBBbjx7-uUnqUkVubMx03PVB4ZOkqLQqwJtDWYQdilcyL6KAUjOqzY_qvm0legD5aQ3uNDVGa2iLcYO
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SEMINARS AND TESTING DAYS 

 

 

 

 

18th June 2022 

Requirements of a Dog Show Judge & Critique 

Writing 

Nr Tiverton 

Contact Holly Henderson 07511252425  

email: HollyLHenderson@outlook.com 

22/23/24 July 2022 

Points of the Dog 

Leeds Championship Show 

Contact Christina Chapman 01507 363736  

Or by name on facebook 

Or christinachapman.bukris@googlemail.com 

Critique Writing Saturday 2pm limited places 
and, Friday pm Puppy Development 

30th July 2022 

Points of the Dog 

Killamarsh, Sheffield Sth.Yorks  

Contact Elaine Bogart 07425 176093 southyork-
shirehoundsociety@outlook.com 

5th June 2022 

Conformation & Movement and Stewarding 

Godstone  

Contact Julie Revill 07764157381  

email: julita@revill.me 

11th June 2022 

Requirements of a Dog Show Judge and Critique 

Writing 

Cotes Heath, Staffordshire 

Contact Lynn Bufton 07774 200814  

email: lynnbufton@live.co.uk 

19th June 2022 

Conformation & Movement 

Nr Tiverton 

Contact Holly Henderson 07511252425  

email: HollyLHenderson@outlook.com 

31st July 2022 

Points of the Dog 

Muskham, Newark 

Contact Lucy Williams 07885 422231  

or williams@sky.com 

5th August 2022 

Critique Writing & Puppy Development 

PM Paignton Champ Show 
Contact Christina Chapman 01507 363736  

Or by name on facebook 

Or christinachapman.bukris@googlemail.com 
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14th August 2022 

Conformation & Movement & Critique Writing 

At Cobham, Surrey 

Contact : London Bulldog Society 

Gemma: 07595 603 751 or Terri: 07982 771 674 

email: gemma@loveabull.co.uk 

6th August 2022 

Requirements of a Dog Show Judge 

PM Paignton Champ Show 
Contact Christina Chapman 01507 363736  

Or by name on facebook 

Or christinachapman.bukris@googlemail.com 

7th August 2022 

Conformation & Movement 

PM Paignton Champ Show 
Contact Christina Chapman 01507 363736  

Or by name on facebook 

Or christinachapman.bukris@googlemail.com 

25th September 2022 

Ring Stewarding 

Ormskirk West Lancashire 
 
Contact Kirsty Biggs 07929256143  

email: biggskirsty15@gmail.com 

30th October 2022 

Points of the Dog 

Woolmer Green, Herts 
 
Contact contact: Sue Mitchell 07463 160371  
 
email: Suemitchellhwv@gmail.com 

9th November 2022 

Requirements of a Dog Show Judge and 

Critique Writing 

Chesterfield 
 
Contact Kay Woodward 07808 770777 email: an-
niesmum21@yahoo.com 

SEMINARS AND TESTING DAYS 
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FROM THE KENNEL 

CLUB 

Walking your dog on warm days 
 
 
The most common cause of heatstroke in dogs is from exercise. Heatstroke can      
happen within minutes, which is why it's incredibly important to make sure your dog isn’t 
too hot when you’re walking them during warm weather. 
 
If you are going to walk your dog on a hot day, remember: 
 

 Walk your dog in the early morning or evening and avoid the midday sun 
 

 Always carry water and something for your dog to drink from 
 

 Consider attaching a lead to a walking harness rather than to their collar. Leads that 
pull on a collar can press on their airways and stop them from cooling down as          
effectively. Remember that it’s a legal requirement for a dog to wear a collar with their 
owner’s name and address on it when out in public 
 

 Take care when exercising any unwell or dehydrated dogs on hot or warm days, as 
they may find it more difficult to control their body temperature 
 

 Know the signs of heatstroke and watch out for them 
 
REMEMBER THAT PAVEMENTS ON HOT DAYS CAN BURN YOUR DOG’S FOOT-
PADS, SO TRY TO AVOID THEM. IF IT’S TOO PAINFUL FOR YOU TO PLACE THE 
BACK OF YOUR HAND ON THE PAVEMENT FOR SEVEN SECONDS THEN IT’S 
TOO PAINFUL FOR YOUR DOG TO WALK ON 

IS IT DANGEROUS TO WALK YOUR DOG ON A WARM DAY? 

Yes, it can be, but it depends on how hot it is and how well your dog copes in warmer 

weather. Dogs can overheat on hot days, and some dogs can even struggle in warm 

weather, especially during the midday sun. However, early morning or evening walking, 

when it’s cooler, should reduce the risk of heatstroke, depending on the temperature. 

WHAT TEMPERATURE IS TOO HOT? 

Most dogs are comfortable at temperatures between 15-25°C, but this is very much    
dependent on their age, breed, size, coat length, amount of exercise they're engaging 
in, health and fitness. Some dogs may struggle to maintain a low body temperature, 
even in lower temperatures. 

IF I TAKE WATER WITH ME, IS IT OK TO STILL WALK MY DOG WHEN IT’S HOT? 

Giving your dog a drink during a walk will help to keep them hydrated and cooler, but 
heatstroke can still happen, even if they have access to water. 
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Walking your dog on warm days 
 

WHAT ARE THE SIGNS A DOG HAS HEATSTROKE? 

Below is a list of possible signs of heatstroke to be aware of: 

 Heavy panting, even when not exercising 

 Breathing problems, particularly in flat-faced dogs 

 Tiredness 

 Stiffness or an unwillingness to move 

 Dribbling 

 Confusion 

 Being sick, can be bloody 

 Upset stomach, can be bloody 

 Not walking in a straight line 

 Collapse, or 
If you think your dog may have heatstroke it is vital that you immediately contact your 
vet, ideally while trying to cool them down. Getting early advice and treatment is      
essential to saving a dog’s life. Research has found that 1 in 7 dogs in the UK that 
are taken to vets with heatstroke die, but 98% that are seen early with mild signs of 
heatstroke are likely to survive. 
Find out more about heatstroke, whether your dog is at increased risk, how to prevent 
it and when it's most likely to occur. 

 

TIPS ON HOW TO HELP A DOG WITH HEATSTROKE 

 Stop them exercising, move them out of the heat and into the shade 

 Call a vet for advice 

 Lay them down on a cool floor 

 Offer them small amounts of water to drink 

 Carefully pour water over the dog’s body, or sponge them if water is limited.     
Particularly focus on their neck, tummy and inner thighs. Ideally continue to do this 
until their breathing returns to normal. Make sure the dog doesn’t inhale any water 
while you’re trying to cool them down 

 Fan them with cool air or put them in an air-conditioned room or car if possible. 
The impact of fanning them, or putting them somewhere that’s air-conditioned, will be 
greatest if they’re already wet 
It was previously thought that rapidly cooling an affected dog could cause them to go 
into shock. This advice is now being questioned, so always speak to your vet who 
can guide you through how best to help your dog. 

FROM THE KENNEL 

CLUB 

https://www.thekennelclub.org.uk/health-and-dog-care/health/health-and-care/a-z-of-health-and-care-issues/heatstroke-in-dogs/
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Bulldog Club of Scotland  

8th May 2022 

Thank you to all who attend and supported our show....big thanks to judge 

Amanda George and stewards Emma Stephen Lee and Thomas McCash and 

Sue Rowe and of course the fantastic committee 

 

Rachel McCormick (Secretary) 

 

.  

 

The principal winners  
 
BEST IN SHOW - Melafella Iggy Pop 
 
RES BEST IN SHOW & BEST OPP SEX - Sandars Miss Agnes 
 
BEST PUPPY IN SHOW - Boltonbully Darth Vader 

https://www.facebook.com/groups/1576447979301259/user/1330599350/?__cft__%5b0%5d=AZXoEHBUcAj3kKmHFnxlPHE4VcuJQwU1CZ_zeC2OgjNdjZnSf22eza6z5tJv0T2j939SsDrCcToUH4MkI2s9CrK_q5n4Vy04AEAS7X5taJ_75nTog1M4151c4k7G57sJmZ0re4svc52coAG_PbxuSzK5UYmGGRH9kkWMwi6EXS3nf8f5R-
https://www.facebook.com/groups/1576447979301259/user/100002852147507/?__cft__%5b0%5d=AZXoEHBUcAj3kKmHFnxlPHE4VcuJQwU1CZ_zeC2OgjNdjZnSf22eza6z5tJv0T2j939SsDrCcToUH4MkI2s9CrK_q5n4Vy04AEAS7X5taJ_75nTog1M4151c4k7G57sJmZ0re4svc52coAG_PbxuSzK5UYmGGRH9kkWMwi6EXS3nf
https://www.facebook.com/groups/1576447979301259/user/100000053094056/?__cft__%5b0%5d=AZXoEHBUcAj3kKmHFnxlPHE4VcuJQwU1CZ_zeC2OgjNdjZnSf22eza6z5tJv0T2j939SsDrCcToUH4MkI2s9CrK_q5n4Vy04AEAS7X5taJ_75nTog1M4151c4k7G57sJmZ0re4svc52coAG_PbxuSzK5UYmGGRH9kkWMwi6EXS3nf
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Manchester & Counties Bulldog Club  

Open Show 

7th May 2022 

Thank you very much to Manchester & Counties Bulldog Club for inviting me to judge 

your Limit Show. Thank you for my beautiful gift. Thank you to everyone who entered 

under me and Congratulations ones again to all my winners. I really enjoyed my day 

and absolutely delighted with my Best In Show 

 

Alina Neiman (Judge) 

 

Bagibeli Dancing Queen 

Reserve  Best Bitch  

Reserve  Best In Show 

Shipshape Shooting Star 

Best Veteran 

Shipshape Mr Fezziwig at 

Kayldemb 

Best Dog 

Rhydycroesau Star White 

By Lerengraymil 

Best Bitch and 

BEST IN SHOW 
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TWIGLETS STORY 

The Edward foundation was contacted by Twiglet’s breeder as she had apparent leg issues 

and at 5 weeks old their vet had recommended her being put to sleep.  

Samantha and Adam Williams went and collected her and foster her.  

She had ‘swimmers’ so very flat chested and back legs were affected but she also had Carpal 

Laxity Syndrome on her front legs.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

We started with change of diet onto Iams Puppy. 

A tunnel was built for her swimmers to exercise her correctly and she was immediately kept off 

her chest and was never allowed to be lying on her front looking like a starfish.  

We made her lie on her side most of the time and held her legs in place, again most of the time. 

Her rehabilitation was a difficult one due to having both conditions as swimmers needs tunnel 

exercise regularly and Carpal Laxity Syndrome needs resting, diet change and intense physio.  
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With Carpal Laxity Syndrome exercise is limited to 20 mins over 4 hours.  

Physio is massage of legs and stretching in a controlled way to loosen the ligaments    

regularly.  

Some people use splints but we never do as feel we get better results without them and 

had the time to handle her constantly to be able to give the intense physio needed.  

The rehabilitation is a slow and long process especially in Twiglet’s case as the         

Syndrome was so severe. There is no quick fix, it needs the time and dedication to      

correct it. 

At times it can look and feel like you are getting nowhere but as long as the effort is    be-

ing put in it really does work and there is no need for these puppies with these conditions 

to be put to sleep.  

Twiglet is now 14 months old living a happy and healthy life.  

TWIGLETS STORY 

Ed: Congratulations to the Edward Foundation and in particular  to Samantha Williams and 

her family for their dedication in helping Twiglet make this remarkable recovery. 

To donate and help the Foundation, please go to their website: https://
www.theedwardfoundation.co.uk 
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Carpal Laxity Syndrome  

So, you have a puppy at home who’s less than 4 months old, and one day, you notice that its 
wrist looks bulged out…or you notice that he walks with its entire paw touching the ground. 
It’s an obvious deformity. Your pup may or may not be experiencing pain, however you can 
tell that he looks pretty uncomfortable just from the way he walks and sometimes cries in 
pain. 
 
Its legs may also look odd with obvious swelling and then you begin to look for a possible 
cause. If you have observed all of these symptoms in your dog, chances are your dog possi-
bly has Carpal Laxity syndrome, more commonly known as Knuckling over in dogs. It does go 
by other names such as Carpal Flexural Deformity in Dogs, Carpal Hyperextension, and Car-
pal Hyperflexion. 

 
What is Carpal Laxity Syndrome? 
 
Carpal Laxity Syndrome also called knuckling over in dogs/
puppies is a general term used to describe hyperextension or    
hyperflexion in dogs.  
 
This condition is often noticed on your dog’s legs when it’s below 4 
months old (but sometimes, it can be seen in 7-month-old pups). 
 
In rescue puppies, this condition can typically be seen where a puppy has come into care suf-
fering from malnutrition. 
 
When malnourished puppies suddenly start getting quality nutrition, this can lead to rapid 
growth which can trigger the condition. So, it is recommended that such puppies are not over-
fed to put on weight. 
 
Sometimes this condition is simply unavoidable in malnourished puppies. Interestingly, some 
breeds such as Shar Peis and Dobermann’s appear to be predisposed to the condition. Its 
interesting to note that male puppies especially seem to be more affected due to their very 
rapid growth. 
 
Your pup may be unilaterally or bilaterally affected. This means it can affect just one of its 
front legs or both of them. Additionally, while all dog breeds can be affected, larger dogs tend 
to be more prone to having this syndrome compared to smaller dog breeds. 
 
As was stated earlier your pup’s carpal laxity syndrome may be a result of hyperextension or 
hyperflexion. Let’s discuss what they are. 
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Carpal Hyperextension 

 

Carpal hyperextension is noticed when you notice 
that your pup walks with the palm or plant of his 
paws touching the ground (known respectively as a 
‘palmigrade’ or ‘plantigrade’ stance). 
  
With regards to the fact that dogs walk on the tip of 
their toes, unlike humans. 
 
In puppies, the hyperextension is mainly due to the 
looseness of the carpal flexor tendons associated 
with poor muscle tone. 
 
Affected puppies walk with the excessive extension 
of the carpus (with a gait more like a bear than a 
dog). 
 
Both wrists tend to be affected in puppies with this condition and in some extreme 
cases, the hock joints (ankles) in the hind limbs can also be affected. 
 
Puppies that have ligament laxity and subsequent hyperextension of the carpus as 
a result of prolonged immobilization in a bandage are only affected on the band-
aged leg. 
 
Also, hyperextension can result from a traumatic event that ruptures the palmar 
ligaments in a dog’s front foot. This traumatic event may be falling from a signifi-
cant height. In this case, some dogs will have an obvious postural abnormality with 
an inappropriate deviation of the affected joint. 
 
Carpal hyperextension can also occur as a slow phenomenon due to degeneration 
of the ligaments, where the dog becomes progressively palmigrade (this tends to 
happen to older dogs and is especially common in Collie breeds). 
 
There is a tendency for one or both carpi to gradually sink until they completely 
collapse. 
 
 What is important is for your vet to differentiate these scenarios from a different 
condition known as hyperflexion. 

Carpal Laxity Syndrome  
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Carpal Hyperflexion 

 

Carpal Hyperflexion is originally noticed in the 
growth plate of your pup’s front legs, either in 
the wrist or carpal area, occurring when the part 
of your dog’s body that bears weight is not able 
to support its entire body as a result of the mus-
cle, tendon, and ligaments being poorly devel-
oped. 

If your dog is experiencing carpal flexural de-
formity, it will typically occur when it’s under 
four months old.  

And you’ll notice a bulge forward or over flex on its wrist.  

While the cause of the condition is not known, multiple theories have not been confirmed.  

Some believe that the condition is a result of a temporary imbalance in the rate of growth 
between the bones and tendons of the front limbs.  

Others propose causes to be genetically influenced, caused by malnutrition, and an excess 
of vitamins and minerals. Although there isn’t enough evidence to support these claims.  

Dogs who suffer carpal hyperextension/hyperflexion do not present signs of disease or    
other pathology. 

How do I know if my dog has Carpal Laxity syndrome? 

This condition is easily visible especially if you’re a dog parent who is conscious of his/her 
pup.  

It is a deformity that isn’t hidden and it presents itself visibly, you’ll notice that your dog has 
an elongated carpus and it’s paw lays flat on the ground when it walks.  

The first red flag is often the twisting of toes, this is the ligament laxity beginning, and 
whilst some puppies will not advance past this stage, this is an indication that something 
isn’t right and that you need to have a look at your pup’s diet and the environment if your 
pup hasn’t been malnourished.  

Overweight puppies are at higher risk of developing this condition.  

But to be sure your pup’s only problem is Carpal Laxity Syndrome, it’s best to visit a vet for 
proper diagnosis and advice on how to manage his condition at home. 

Carpal Laxity Syndrome  
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Carpal Laxity Syndrome  

DIAGNOSIS OF CARPAL HYPEREXTENSION/HYPERFLEXION 
IN DOGS 
  

At your pup’s appointment, you will be asked about when you first noticed the condition, 
as well as any other symptoms you have observed. Your vet will conduct a physical   
examination of your dog (to include watching him walk) where he will look for excessive 
hyperextension/hyperflexion at the carpus. 
  
Depending on what is seen, your vet may recommend conducting x-rays, where your 
dog will be sedated, and/or clinical pathologic testing. 
  
Carpal hyperextension/hyperflexion is typically diagnosed following a multimodal      
evaluation process. 
  
Firstly your dog should be examined by an orthopaedic clinician to ascertain the nature 
of the problem.  Following this, your dog will most likely be admitted to allow radio-
graphs of the affected joints under sedation or general anaesthesia. 
  
Here, a series of specific radiographs called ‘stressed views’ may be performed. 
  
This entails taking a radiograph of your dog’s carpus in the position that truly reflects the 
extent of the hyperextension/hyperflexion. 
  
This will help the orthopaedic clinician assess which ligamentous structures are       
damaged and facilitate the overall decision-making process as to what treatment is best 
for your dog.  Also, your pup may require additional diagnostic imaging such as CT or 
MRI which will be performed by advanced diagnostic imaging. 
  
Following clinical examination and diagnostic imaging, the orthopaedic clinician will be 
able to advise on the most appropriate course of treatment for your dog, be it conserva-
tive (non-surgical) management or surgical management. 
  
Also, a physical examination can give a good idea of the nature of the problem. In this 
case, special stressed radiographic tests may be done to assess which ligamentous 
structures are damaged. 
  
In pups where broken bones are suspected but are not seen on the plain radiographs, a 
CT scan is often recommended. And occasionally, MRI can provide useful additional 
information. 
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Carpal Laxity Syndrome  

HOW DOES CARPAL LAXITY SYNDROME AFFECT MY DOG? 
  

For carpal hyperextension, your dog may present symptoms like; 
  
 Pain and swelling on the forelimb. 
 Abnormal, hyperextending stance and gait. 
 Crying or pain vocalization. 
 Increased distal limb extension. 
 Joint instability 
  
  
While if your dog has hyperflexion,  
 
 It may not be in pain.  
 It may show lameness and difficulty walking if the deformity is significant.  
 
This means without treatment your dog can have; 
 
 Difficulty walking. 
 Over flexion. 
  
  

WHY SHOULD I CONSIDER THIS A PROBLEM SINCE IT 
DOESN’T KILL? 
  

I doubt you or anyone else will be happy when your pup grows up and is unable to play 
“catch”. 
  
Also, let’s say your pup is having pain due to hyperextension/hyperflexion…will you be 
able to watch your best friend suffer when you can actually do something about it? 
  
Of course not! 
  
Same way nobody enjoys being handicapped, your dog would be happy to live a full life. 
  
This is exactly why you should do all it takes to help your pup feel better. 
  
Remember, a happy pup makes a happier family. 
  
So, next are treatment options that may help your pup. 
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HOW CAN I TREAT THIS PROBLEM? 
  

Treatment depends on whether your pup has hyperextension or hyperflexion 
  
For hyperextension, the treatment depends on the cause of the problem. 
  
When the reason for the hyperextension is a traumatic rupture or a degeneration of the     
palmar ligaments, it is important to know that the palmar ligaments do not heal well following 
injury and if a splint or a cast is applied the problem may persist. 
  
In such a case, the only solution is surgery, where the wrist is fused in a functional position 
(10 degrees of extension) in a procedure known as ‘arthrodesis’. This is normally achieved in 
surgery by using one or two plates and screws. 
  
It is however important to note that, although this procedure has associated complications, it 
has a good prognosis. 
  
In other cases where the cause is uncertain, it is often difficult to know what the ideal treat-
ment for the condition should be. 
  
A study published in the “Veterinary and Comparative Orthopaedics and Traumatology” jour-
nal showed that a balanced diet and gentle exercise may be enough to reverse the problem. 
  
For example, your vet may suggest switching to an adult formula of dog food to slow the   
rapid growth that worsens the condition. 
  
If the condition is severe, your vet may also recommend a soft wrap like a bandage. 
  
But know this, the use of hard splints may restrict the use of the muscle and may make the 
condition worse. 
  
After this, if the problem persists, a surgical fusion of the wrist should be considered once the 
growth potential of the puppy is minimal. 
  
  
In a case of hyperflexion, the aim of the treatment is often to improve muscle tone with 
a regime of short and frequent walks, normally on a hard surface with good grip. 
  
If you do this for your pup, you should be able to notice an improvement over 4-8 weeks. 
  
According to experiences from dog parents, this method is said to work in approximately 50% 
of cases. 
  
In cases where your dog struggles to walk, penning/crating may seem appropriate, but it is 
generally recommended that your dog still moves about on appropriate surfaces where it can 
have a good grip. 
  
  
  

Carpal Laxity Syndrome  
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IS THERE A WAY TO MANAGE THIS CONDITION AT HOME? 
  

Although this condition is generally self-limiting, affected puppies should only ever be 
on surfaces they can grip, this means they should not be slippery surfaces such as 
floorboards, etc. 
  
Taking an affected puppy on a walk is not appropriate nor is physical play…the only 
exercises you should subject your pup to are those recommended by your vet. 
  
Your puppy should be kept on surfaces such as carpet, rubber mats, and grass they 
can easily grip. 
  
You should ensure you are not overfeeding your puppy. 
  
Choose a high-quality diet and avoid low-quality supermarket dry & tinned foods… 
  
While it’s important to avoid giving your dog calcium supplements, you may also     
consult your vet for some supplement recommendations that will be beneficial to your 
pup. 
  
In all, take a common-sense approach and follow the advice of your vet. 
  
  

RISK FACTORS ASSOCIATED WITH CARPAL LAXITY SYNDROME 

  

Certain puppies are at a higher risk for carpal laxity syndrome these are the large and 
medium breed puppies. The small breeds are usually unaffected when it comes to 
knuckling over. 
  
Certain breeds, including Shar Peis, Doberman pinschers, German shepherds, and 
Great Danes, suffer from carpal laxity more frequently – this is most likely because 
they are large breeds…although, it may also be genetically related. 
  
There also seems to be a higher incidence among male puppies than female puppies, 
according to an article published in the “Veterinary and Comparative Orthopaedics and 
Traumatology” journal. 
  
Whatever the cause, the recovery rate is high and most puppies with this condition will 
go on to lead completely normal lives. 
  
So, you see, it’s something you can manage after all. 
  
Good luck with giving your pup the best care! 
  

Carpal Laxity Syndrome  
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TOP 5 MOST COMMON HEALTH PROBLEMS  

As a dog owner, it's important that you understand and are familiar with the common disor-

ders that might affect your dog. Regular care, cleaning and general checking of your dog 

can make a big difference and will help to avoid some of these problems. 

 

The top five problems in dogs are: 

 

 gum disease 
 ear infections 
 obesity 
 overgrown nails 

 anal sac impaction 

This month we are concentrating on OBESITY 

 

Weight Management 
A WIDESPREAD HEALTH CONCERN 

Obesity is a common problem for both humans and our pets. Canine obesity affects dogs of all 
types and ages and is one of the fastest growing health concerns affecting dogs today, with 30-60% 
of dogs affected. Dogs, like us, need a balanced diet and the right amount of exercise to stay fit and 
healthy, but finding that balance is not always simple. 
 

COMMON CAUSES OF OBESITY 

We all love our pets and enjoy making them happy, so it's easy to use treats and tidbits to achieve 
this. Unfortunately, regularly overfeeding them, or feeding your dog unhealthy treats without giving 
them enough exercise can cause them to put on weight, which can make them less healthy and 
happy in the long term. 
 

THE IMPACT OF WEIGHT GAIN 

Letting your dog become overweight can affect their quality of life and shorten their lifespan dramat-
ically. Even letting them become moderately overweight can reduce their life expectancy. Over-
weight dogs can suffer from the same health problems that overweight humans do, including heart 
disease and diabetes. Carrying extra weight can also put a strain on your dog’s joints and back, 
which can be painful and even lead to arthritis. 
 

 

FROM THE KENNEL 

CLUB 
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HELP IS AT HAND 

ALTHOUGH THE EFFECTS OF OBESITY ON YOUR DOG ARE VERY SERIOUS, THE GOOD 

NEWS IS THAT THIS PROBLEM IS AVOIDABLE AND REVERSIBLE. BY KEEPING THEM IN 

SHAPE, YOU CAN HELP THEM LIVE LONGER, HAPPIER LIVES. 

In this detailed article we’ll discuss how to tell if your dog is overweight, we'll explore the causes of 
obesity and will provide support to manage your dog’s weight. Before starting your dog on any diet or 
weight loss regime, it is important that you speak to your vet. They will ensure the regime is best for 
both you and your dog, whilst also providing you with essential additional support to help you suc-
ceed. 

HOW TO TELL IF YOUR DOG IS OVERWEIGHT 

Weight gain usually happens slowly and will often sneak up on you. It may be easier for friends or  
relatives who only see your dog once in a while to notice a difference. 
 

WEIGHT VS SHAPE 

Dogs come in all shapes and sizes. It’s very difficult to work out a perfect weight for every type of dog, 
so putting them on the scales isn’t always the best way to see if they are overweight. A more reliable 
way is to check their shape, or the contours of their profile. While a dog’s ideal weight will vary be-
tween breed types, a healthy shape will be similar for most kinds of dog. 
Signs that indicate your dog is overweight 

BODY CONDITIONING SCORING 

Body conditioning scoring is a technique that allows you to look at your dog and see how they com-
pare to a range of images from underweight to overweight dogs. Regardless of your dog's age, size or 
breed type, these scoring systems can be used to help you see if your dog has any issues with their 
weight, and to what degree. 
 

WHAT ARE THE EFFECTS OF OBESITY ON YOUR DOG’S HEALTH? 

The effects of your dog becoming overweight may not be 
noticeable straightaway, but it can have a large impact on 
their life.  
 
Obesity can lead to: 
 
A shorter lifespan 

Heart and breathing problems 

Hormonal disease 

Joint disease 

The good news is that reducing your dog’s weight can reverse most of these risks. A dog with a 
healthy shape is more likely to enjoy a long and happy life, and owners who put in the time and effort 
find it very rewarding too. 
 

FACTORS CONTRIBUTING TO CANINE OBESITY 

If a dog is fed too much, or is fed unhealthy foods and does not get enough exercise, the energy from 
food gets stored as fat. This is the main reason why dogs and humans put on weight, but it’s not al-
ways quite that simple. There are many other factors that can contribute to canine obesity including 
age, sex, whether the dog is neutered, its environment, lifestyle, and any underlying diseases it may 
have. 

FROM THE KENNEL 
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CREATING A PLAN ON HOW TO MANAGE YOUR DOG’S WEIGHT 

IF YOUR DOG IS OVERWEIGHT, CREATING A WEIGHT LOSS PLAN CAN BE A       

DAUNTING TASK. HERE ARE SOME TIPS TO HELP YOU GET STARTED. 

 

VISIT YOUR VET AND ASK FOR AN ASSESSMENT 

CREATE A PLAN WITH YOUR VET 

SETTING REALISTIC GOALS 

SEEK ADDITIONAL SUPPORT 

 

RECORDING DAILY EXERCISE AND DIET 

To help you see how well you and your dog are getting on, and whether further improvements 
can be made, make sure that you keep a daily log of their food intake (including treats) and 
exercise (type and duration). By recording these details, you can evaluate if your dog’s weight 
loss programme is working. If it does need a little adjustment, it should help you see which  
areas need to be altered further. Don’t expect your initial weight loss plan to be perfect - it may 
need some tweaking, but your vet will help guide you on any changes required. 
 

MONITORING CHANGE IN WEIGHT AND SIZE 

IF YOUR DOG IS OVERWEIGHT, THEN IT MAY BE A GOOD IDEA TO GET INTO THE  

HABIT OF CHECKING THEIR SHAPE EVERY WEEK OR SO TO MONITOR ANY CHANGE. 

YOU MAY WISH TO INITIALLY TAKE PHOTOS OF YOUR DOG FROM ABOVE AND FROM 

THE SIDE, SO THAT YOU HAVE SOMETHING TO COMPARE. ALTERNATIVELY IF YOUR 

DOG IS SMALL (I.E. YOU CAN EASILY PICK THEM UP) YOU MAY ALSO WISH TO       

REGULARLY WEIGH THEM TO MONITOR CHANGE. IF YOUR DOG IS NOT KEEN ON 

STANDING ON THE SCALES, YOU COULD WEIGH YOURSELF WHILE HOLDING YOUR 

DOG, THEN WEIGH YOURSELF WITHOUT THEM. THE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN THE 

TWO IS YOUR DOG'S WEIGHT. 

If your dog is too large to go on your scales, then you could weigh them at your veterinary   
surgery each time you go for a check-up, which may be more often than is usual, especially if 
your dog is trying to lose weight. 
 
It may be helpful to plot your dog’s weight on a graph so that you can see how they are       
progressing over time. It is very common to hit a plateau where your dog may seem to not 
change weight for a while. Remember that this is normal and that you should continue with 
your weight loss programme. Speak to your vet if you are concerned. 
 

FROM THE KENNEL 
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HEALTHY WEIGHT LOSS 

Although obesity is very serious and both diet and exercise are vital in helping your dog to lose 
weight, it is important to remember that weight loss should always be done in a gradual and 
gentle way. It therefore goes without saying that you should never starve your dog or encour-
age them to do too much strenuous exercise. You should also never restrict access to fresh, 
clean water. 
 

DIET 

There are two main methods to reducing your dog's calorie intake. Either feed them less food, 
or feed them dog food that is low in fat. 
 

EXERCISE 

AS WELL AS LIMITING HOW MANY CALORIES YOUR DOG EATS, IT’S JUST AS IM-

PORTANT TO INCREASE THE AMOUNT OF CALORIES THEY BURN BY DOING EXER-

CISE. EXERCISE IMPROVES MUSCLE TONE, INCREASES METABOLISM AND HELPS RE-

DUCE WEIGHT. INACTIVE DOGS ARE OFTEN BORED AND EATING MAY BE ONE OF 

THE THINGS THAT THEY DO TO RELIEVE BOREDOM. 

 

CHECK-UPS AFTER WEIGHT LOSS 

AS YOUR DOG LOSES WEIGHT, YOU WILL NOTICE THAT THEY ARE HAPPIER, MORE 

ENERGETIC AND MORE INCLINED TO EXERCISE.  

ONCE YOUR DOG HAS REACHED THEIR IDEAL SIZE YOU WILL NEED TO ADJUST THE 

AMOUNT AND TYPE OF FOOD THEY EAT TO HELP THEM MAINTAIN THEIR WEIGHT. AT 

THIS POINT YOU SHOULD SPEAK TO YOUR VET ABOUT A LIFETIME WEIGHT MAINTE-

NANCE PLAN TO HELP KEEP THEM FIT, HEALTHY AND SLIM. 

 
Once your dog has been overweight it may be easier for them to gain weight again. It is     
therefore important that you keep an eye on your dog’s shape and weight by checking them 
every two to four weeks, to make sure those lost pounds aren’t creeping back on.  
 
Remember to keep exercising them regularly, as it helps them stay in shape and keeps their 
heart healthy too. 

FROM THE KENNEL 
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I've just seen this and it made me think of you amazing people that have lived through loss after           

loving these beautiful animals  
by Benny Archuleta............. 
 

"The Rescuer's Final Reward" 
 

Unlike most days at the Rainbow Bridge, this day dawned cold and gray. 
 
All the recent arrivals at the Bridge did not know what to think, as they had never seen such a day. 
But the animals who had been waiting longer for their beloved people to accompany them across the 
Bridge knew what was happening, and they began to gather at the pathway leading to the Bridge. 
 
Soon an elderly dog came into view, head hung low and tail dragging. 
 
He approached slowly, and though he showed no sign of injury or illness, he was in great emotional 
pain. Unlike the animals gathered along the pathway, he had not been restored to youth and vigor 
upon arriving at the Bridge. He felt out of place, and wanted only to cross over and find happiness. 
 
But as he approached the Bridge, his way was barred by an angel, who apologized and explained that 
the tired and broken-spirited old dog could not cross over. Only those animals accompanied by their 
people were allowed to cross the Bridge. Having nobody, and with nowhere else to turn, the dog 
trudged into the field in front of the Bridge. 
 
There he found others like himself, elderly or infirm, sad and discouraged.  
 
Unlike the other animals waiting to cross the Bridge, these animals were not running or playing. They 
simply were lying in the grass, staring forlornly at the pathway across the Rainbow Bridge. The old 
dog took his place among them, watching the pathway and waiting, yet not knowing for what he was 
waiting. 
 
One of the newer dogs at the Bridge asked a cat who had been there longer to explain what was   
happening.  
 
The cat replied, "Those poor animals were abandoned, turned away, or left at rescue places,             
but never found a home on earth. They all passed on with only the love of a rescuer to comfort them. 
Because they had no people to love them, they have nobody to escort them across the Rainbow 
Bridge." 
 
The dog asked the cat, "So what will happen to those animals?"  
 
Before the cat could answer, the clouds began to part and the cold turned to bright sunshine. The cat 
replied, "Watch, and you will see." 

A TRIBUTE TO ALL THE BULLDOG RESCUERS AND FOSTERS 
WE SALUTE YOU 
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In the distance was a single person, and as he approached the Bridge the old, infirm and sad animals 
in the field were bathed in a golden light.  
 
They were at once made young and healthy, and stood to see what their fate would be. 
 
The animals who had previously gathered at the pathway bowed their heads as the person             
approached. At each bowed head, the person offered a scratch or hug.  
 
One by one, the now youthful and healthy animals from the field fell into line behind the person.  
 
Together, they walked across the Rainbow Bridge to a future of happiness and unquestioned love. 
 
The dog asked the cat, ”What just happened?"  
 
The cat responded, "That was a Rescuer. The animals gathered along the pathway bowing in respect 
were those who had found their forever homes because of rescuers. They will cross over when their 
people arrive at the Bridge. The arrival here of a rescuer is a great and solemn event, and as a tribute 
they are permitted to perform one final act of rescue. They are allowed to escort all those poor     
animals they couldn't place on earth across the Rainbow Bridge." 
 
The dog thought for a moment, then said, "I like Rescuers." The cat smiled and replied, "So does 
heaven, my friend. So does heaven” 

A TRIBUTE TO ALL THE BULLDOG RESCUERS AND FOSTERS 
WE SALUTE YOU 
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DETAIL FROM BULLDOG BREED STANDARD 

 ‘SKIN AND FINE WRINKLE’ 

Head and Skull 

 
Skull relatively large in circumference. Viewed from front appears high from corner of 
lower jaw to apex of skull; also broad and square. Cheeks well rounded and extended 
sideways beyond eyes. Viewed from side, head appears very high and moderately 
short from back to point of nose. Forehead flat with skin on and about head slightly 
loose and finely wrinkled without excess, neither prominent nor overhanging 
face. From defined stop, a furrow extending to middle of skull being traceable to 
apex. Face from front of cheek bone to nose, relatively short, skin may be slightly  
wrinkled. Muzzle short, broad, turned upwards and deep from corner of eye to 
corner of mouth. Nose and nostrils large, broad and black, under no circumstances  
liver colour, red or brown. Distance from inner corner of eye (or from centre of stop   
between eyes) to extreme tip of nose should not be less than distance from tip of the 
nose to edge of the underlip. Nostrils large wide and open, with well defined vertical 
straight line between. Flews (chops) thick, broad and deep, covering lower jaws at 
sides, but joining underlip in front. Teeth not visible. Jaws broad, strong and square, 
lower jaw slightly projecting in front of upper with moderate turn up. Over nose wrinkle, 
if present, whole or broken, must never adversely affect or obscure eyes or 
nose. Pinched nostrils and heavy over nose roll are unacceptable and should be 
heavily penalised. Viewed from front, the various properties of the face must be 
equally balanced on either side of an imaginary line down centre. 

 

 "Dick Stone" (circa 1907), drawn by Hutchison, showing a masculine 
Bulldog head with fine wrinkle and no overnose roll. 
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BULLDOG SCHOOL  

LIMPING / LAMENESS PUPPY ( ADULT TOO )  
EXERCISE AND CHANGING FOODS TO LESS PROTEIN  

AND WHY AVOIDING STAIRS GOOD GRIP FLOORING AND  
CONTROLLED EXERCISE ................. 

 
 
Lameness in puppies and growing bulldogs is the most common problem which is   
misdiagnosed.  
 
A bulldog puppy grows extremely quickly, causing a number of problems.  
 
Reason for this is due to extremely fast and irregular growth in the bones, often result-
ing in one leg being longer than the other.  
 
Bulldogs have unique ‘tacked on’ shoulders and naturally shallow hips which need 
great care, meaning only 5 minutes of walking time, building up by 5 minutes per 
month.  
 
Jumping on and off furniture and climbing stairs should be avoided.  
 
Bulldog puppies need to move onto adult food from 6 to 7 months due to high protein 
levels in complete foods, ideally the protein level needs to be between 19% to 22% 
maximum. Giving the supplement of Green Lipped Mussel Extract each day from an 
early age can reduce any inflammation and arthritic changes in joints to a minimum. 
 
.....Bulldogs are not designed to do miles and miles; they are not gundogs, terriers or 
working breeds (although there are exceptions and we have very experienced owners 
and fit dogs ). They have unique tacked on shoulders / short and long limbs and great 
care should be taken. 
.....Basic rules .........Set aside at least 20 but no more than 40 minutes a day for         
exercising your adult Bulldog (puppies from 12 weeks only 5 min walks adding an extra 
5 mins a month). 
 
They love to socialize and explore so look for activities that allow your dog to get out-
side and be around people (or other pets) without exerting too much energy remember 
they can be sensitive to extreme heat or cold.  
 
Bulldogs can be more susceptible to injuries due to their construction and limbs. They 
also have a high threshold for pain, which means that they may continue to run and 
play after suffering an injury, further damaging their joints or muscles.  
 
If you see your dog limping or exhibiting any other signs of injury, bring them inside to 
rest immediately. 
 
Lameness in older dogs: 
 
Lameness in older dogs is usually shoulder damage or back legs is cruciate ligament 
damage or luxating patella/slipping knee cap. 
 
Courtesy of Bulldog Rescue & Rehoming x 
Detailed information for all of these problems can be found in 
The Bulldog Bible. 
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LUXATING PATELLA 

Luxating patella is one of the most common orthopaedic problem in dogs. It is also called a 
"floating knee" or a "trick knee." 

The canine leg, like the human one, consists of the femur (the thigh bone), the tibia and    
fibula (the shin bones), and the connecting knee joint. The patella is part of the knee joint 
and is more commonly known as the kneecap. It is a small, roundish bone within the tendon 
of the extensor muscle (the quadriceps) that runs between the femur and tibia bones. The 
patella rides in a groove at the bottom of the femur and moves in an up and down fashion 
during walking. 

When a dog is affected by luxating patella, the kneecap does not always stay within its 
groove. Instead, it pops out while the dog is walking, causing the dog to carry the leg up until 
the patella pops back in. 

About 20-25% of the time, luxating patella affects both legs in dogs (Brinker, 1990). 

Luxating patella strains the knee joint and can lead to secondary conditions such as 
a ruptured anterior cruciate ligament. 

Breeds, Gender, and Ages Most Commonly Affected by Luxating Patella 

Toy breeds such as Yorkshire Terriers, Chihuahuas, miniature Poodles, and Pomeranians 
are most commonly afflicted with luxating patella. These small dogs usually develop a      
medial luxating patella. This means that the kneecap moves outside of its groove toward the 
inside of the knee joint. 

Some giant breed dogs such as 
Akitas and Great Pyrenees also 
seem to be prone to  luxating    
patella, though it is more common 
for them to have a lateral luxation, 
meaning that the kneecap leaves 
its groove toward the outside of 
the knee joint. 

There is no gender predilection to 
luxating patella, but it is most 
commonly diagnosed in puppies 
around 4 months of age. 

 

https://www.doghealth.com/arthritis/lameness/anterior-cruciate-ligament-injury-in-dogs
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Signs and Presentation of Luxating Patella in Dogs 

When the patella is outside of its groove, the dog is unable to fully extend his leg. An ob-
server may note one or several steps in which the dog holds up his leg, then puts it down 
again and continues on normally. It may look as though the dog is skipping. In more severe 
cases, the dog will have an abnormal stance all the time. A crouched position in the rear 
end is adopted, with the dog throwing most of her weight onto the front legs. The rear feet 
may turn inward. 

Causes of Luxating Patella in Dogs 

When a young dog is diagnosed with luxating patella, it is most often the result of the        
following genetic characteristics: 

A patellar groove that is too shallow 

A stretched patellar ligament 

A patellar ligament attachment to the tibia that is too medial 

A combination of these abnormalities 

While luxating patella is usually genetic it may also be related to trauma to the knee or     
another condition that aggravates the knee. This is usually another joint problem, such as 
hip dysplasia, that results in an abnormal gait which puts pressure on the patellar ligament.     
Luxating patella is sometimes caused by obesity, as the extra weight on the patellar         
ligament causes it to stretch and not hold the patella in place anymore. 

 

Diagnosis of Luxating Patella in Dogs 

Your vet will examine your dog's knee in a specific way to determine whether the patella   
luxates abnormally out of its groove. Sometimes this examination needs to be done with the 
dog under sedation to properly evaluate the degree if disease present and any other       
concurrent conditions. 

X-rays can also show the luxating patella and the degree of deviation in the tibia bone. 

LUXATING PATELLA 
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LUXATING PATELLA 

Luxating patella may be minor or quite extreme, and veterinarians use the following grading    
system to classify the severity of the disease in each affected dog. 

Grade 1: During an examination, a vet can manually luxate the patella. When released, the   
patella returns to its groove easily and the dog shows very minimal or no limping behaviour. 

 
Grade 2: The luxation of the patella is very frequent, the dog holds its leg up often but not      

always. The patella can manually be placed back into the groove during examination by a 
vet but it re-luxates easily. 

 
Grade 3: The patella is permanently luxated and does not stay in its groove at all. The tibia 

bone is twisted toward the inside of the body (medially). Dogs with Grade 3 disease hold the 
affected leg up most of the time, though some will bear weight but keep the leg in an          
abnormal, partially-flexed position. 

 
Grade 4: The patella is permanently luxated 

and the tibia bone is twisted toward the 
inside of the body (medially) even more 
than in a Grade 3. The dog holds the leg 
up all of the time or walks in a very abnor-
mal, crouched manner. 

Treatment of Luxating Patella in Dogs 

Surgery is the only way to fix luxating patella. Dogs with Grade 1 disease generally do not       
require surgical treatment, as signs are absent or mild, but dogs with Grades 2-4 disease usually 
do require surgical treatment. There are many types of surgery that may be helpful, including 
deepening of the patellar groove, attaching the patella to the outside of the femur bone, and     
realigning the tibia with the femur. Your vet me refer you to an orthopaedic surgeon to determine 
which surgical procedure(s) are most appropriate for your dog. 

Prior to and after surgery, your vet may recommend medications for your dog to help control pain 
and increase joint health. These medications may include the following: 

Non-steroidal anti-inflammatory medications like Deramaxx and Rimadyl can decrease       
inflammation and pain within the knee joint. 

Injectable glycosaminoglycans like Adequan can help repair cartilage and lubricate the knee 
joint. Glucosamine-chondroitin supplements can help slow the progression of arthritis in joints 

Glucosamine supplements should be in the form of glucosamine hydrochloride (HCl) not          
glucosamine sulphate as glucosamine HCl has better bioavailability. 

Omega 3 fatty acid supplements can have anti-inflammatory effects in the joints.  Omega 3 fatty 
acids should be in the form of fish or krill oils, not flaxseed. Fish  and krill oils provide the correct 
forms of anti-inflammatory omega 3s, whereas have limited amounts of the enzyme required to 
make this conversion flaxseed requires conversion to the anti-inflammatory compounds and 
dogs 
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Pain medications like Tramadol can be useful to simply block your dog's pain,          
especially immediately after surgery. 

Some over-the-counter human medications are toxic to dogs. Never give your 
dog ANY medication without speaking with your veterinarian first. 

Prevention of Luxating Patella in Dogs 

Most cases of luxating patella in dogs have a genetic basis so the best way to         
decrease its overall presence in the dog population is to not breed dogs that have it. 

Keeping your dog at a healthy weight throughout his life will decrease the chance that 
he will develop obesity-related luxating patella. Make sure that your dog is getting 
enough exercise and that you are feeding a diet that is appropriate for his life stage 
(adult dogs no longer need puppy food and senior dogs need a diet formulated for 
their special needs). 

Prognosis for Luxating Patella in Dogs 

The prognosis for dogs with luxating patella that receive proper surgical treatment and 
aftercare is excellent. The success rate for eliminating lameness is over 90% in these 
animals (Brinker, 1990). 

Alternative Therapies for Luxating Patella in Dogs 

Acupuncture is sometimes recommended for the treatment of luxating patella in dogs 
but there is no evidence that its use can stabilize the 
patella so that it does not luxate anymore. 

Chiropractic manipulation is sometimes used for dogs 
with luxating patella but its use is controversial among 
vet and may result in worsening of the condition or the         
development of new conditions. Always be sure to   
discuss this and any treatment with your vet before 
proceeding. 

LUXATING PATELLA 
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Dog owner tells me: Hi, my dog barks a lot and runs after cars 

&  chases the kids, sometimes even nips them. 

 

Me: Okay. What's the breed? 

 

Owner: A Shetland Sheepdog 

 

Me: Okay, so you have a small herding dog that is chase driven. 

 

Owner: yes. 

 

Me: ok, what is this breed bred to do? 

 

Owner: well, run all day & herd sheep. 

 

Me: Yes. And your problem was? 

 

Owner: it barks a lot, chases cars & runs after the children. 

 

Me: yea, it appears that you have a dog meant for running after fast 

moving objects & barking to get their attention. 

 

Owner: yes, that's correct. Can you train it out of the dog? 

 

Me: Do you have any interests? 

 

Owner: Eh, yea sure I do. I like to paint and watch movies. 

 

Me: can you consider quitting doing that? 

 

Owner: no, I don't think I can. But what does this have to do with dog training? 

 

Me: would you consider doing something else that gives you the same pleasure you get 

from painting and watching movies? 

 

Owner: I mean, sure I can do other things but it's not as much fun. 

 

Me: ok. And what can you offer a herding dog that is more fun than barking and that is more 

fun than chasing? 

 

The dog owner is silent for a while. 

Owner: That's a good question. I don't know. 

 

Me: neither do I. 

THE ART OF TRAINING A DOG OWNER 
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RANDOM THOUGHTS 

So, if a herding dog has specific traits which makes it fun to run around, barking a lot and   

nipping ankles, what about a BULLDOG? 

 

What specific traits would make a good Bulldog in the old days before bull baiting was 

banned? 

Well, he would have to concentrate and be single minded, not easily distracted from the Bull, 

or he wouldn't last very long. 

He would need strength, short bursts of speed, stamina and determination. 

He would have to be very courageous in a “him or me” situation, with a high pain threshold 

and not go easily into shock. 

He would also need to be able to think for himself. He could not wait for instruction with a bull 

charging at him, so not an obedient dog!  

He would need high adaptive intelligence (learning and problem-solving ability) as well as 

high instinctive intelligence .  

He would also need to have a good memory and remember what happened if he ever got 

hurt. 

He would need very sharp reactions. 

As a pup he would have practiced biting and hanging on.  

When we buy a pup, it is as well to consider the history of the breed. 

Nowadays, Bulldogs are unbelievably loyal, loving pets, but they can react without warning.  

This would have been an important trait in the arena. 

They are not an obedient dog—they think for themselves—that is not to say they are          

unintelligent or disobedient, but simply that they will do what they think is best in the situation. 

Does all this sound familiar with our wonderful quirky pets? 

 

More Bulldogs are being encouraged to try challenging activities, 

and it has been found that they are very good at disciplines such as 

flyball, agility, rally, Parkour, mantrailing and scentwork. 

These activities challenge the dog and create a very strong bond 

with his owner.   

So please, don’t buy a Bulldog and expect an obedient, sweet little 

couch potato—he will be utterly loyal, love you with every ounce of 

his being, drive you to distraction when he chews the plants and 

grandfather clock and finds a way out of the garden; but challenge 

him (when he is grown) with activities and disciplines and he will 

rock your world. 
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BULLDOG OBEDIENCE 
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A DAY IN THE LIFE OF A CELEBRITY BULLDOG 

Hello Bulldoggers, Welcome to no 10 in the series… 

We hope you are enjoying our column we will be sharing our Barking Mad times as well 

as offering you advice on how to make your Bulldog a Star! 

June – Here comes summer and what a way to kick it off with Her Majesty’s Platinum 

Jubilee and of course, the second most important day of the year…  BULLDOG DAY! 

I am extremely honoured and proud to be judging the Dog Show, so please come along, 
I want to see some fantastic entries, there will be lots of Rosettes and fun to be had by 
all! 

We really are looking forward to this and we hope to see you there! 

It has been a busy month!   

We were invited as Celebrity Guests to a Boxing match for a family who has a very poor-
ly baby and needs to go to the USA for an Operation.  The fantastic Stu Goldcrusher 
from Britain’s Got Talent invited us along to help raise awareness. 
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I have never been to a Boxing match before and it was harsh and violent, but also a lot 
of the men have not even been in a ring before but they trained and OMG what heroes 
they are, raising over £3K!  I did actually go into the Ring but not to fight thankfully!   

We donated two Bulldog stuffed toys and auctioned them off.  We raised £50 and I 
was very happy, although the fighting was tough to watch, we did leave early!  Ronnie 
was sulking as we could not take him with us, bless him. 

A DAY IN THE LIFE OF A CELEBRITY BULLDOG 

The TV Wedding! 

 

I had applied for Don’t tell the Bride, but we did not get the gig, I was so upset I so 

wanted to get married on TV.  We had got engaged on TV, won the honeymoon on 

TV and even got the dress on TV!  Then I thought, no so many people get married on 

that show I want something different!  I threw my wishes out into the Cosmos! 

 

Literally 2 weeks later, I got a call from a USA Celebrity who I met on Twitter and we 

shared photos of our Bulldogs on the telly!  We had watched Ron Shirley and his wife 

Amy for many years.  It started with a love of their Bulldog Repo!  Ron and Amy had 

been in the long running USA Series Lizard Lick Towing, a real-life Documentary on 

Ron, his Repo business and family. 

He used to chat on Twitter a lot and admire each other’s Bullies. 

Then one day I got a call, Hi Miss Karen, it’s Ron Shirley from Lizard Lick, North Car-

lolina!  Well, I had to sit down!  Erm Hello Ron, hi, erm lovely to talk to you… How are 

you… The conversation went on and he basically said “Miss Karen we are coming to 

the UK and I want y’all and your Bulldogs on my new TV Show!  Of course I said yes 

Ron, anything you want!  I am sending my Producer to you, you are gonna love her!”  

I will see you next week! 
We were in complete shock, Ron is a huge Celebrity in the USA  
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A DAY IN THE LIFE OF A CELEBRITY BULLDOG 

Ronnie was coming over to the UK and he had invited us to a thing called “Truck Fest”.  
Off we went and all I can say is that it was huge, it was like Crufts for Trucks!!!  We 
went to try to find Amy and Ron, there was a queue a mile long for Fans waiting to get 
a photo with them!  We were shocked, luckily the Bulldog were fully “Union Jacked Up” 
and we got as much fuss as them lol.  Ron and Amy saw us and went crazy, huge 
hugs and kisses and fussing the Bulldogs.  Seriously two of the loveliest people you 
could ever meet.   

We joined them back at their hotel for dinner and drinks and end up on black Tequila as 
it was the nearest thing they could find to Moonshine!  A  great night was had by all! 

In the morning we met Jo the Producer also a Bulldog lover and    actually ended up 
rescuing two Bullies from the Edward Foundation. 
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A DAY IN THE LIFE OF A CELEBRITY BULLDOG 

Jo showed me the script and said how do you think you could fit in the show.  On reading 

Ronnie’s Bio I saw that he was a Preacher, something I remembered from his Show.  My 

brain was chugging about and I said oh, hang on…I want to get married with the Bulldogs as 

Bridesmaids and King as Peter’s Best Man!  Within an hour we had the basics for the epi-

sode (I love this part of TV watching it develop).  All I had to do was arrange a Wedding in 6 

weeks!  We did it, but the skin of our teeth and what a fantastic Wedding it was.   

 

You can watch here… 

(336) Ronnie's Redneck Road Trip | Ronnie The Wedding Driver | Dave - YouTube 
(336) Karen & Peter's TV Wedding ON Ronnie's Redneck Road Trip - YouTube 

 

We had Elvis walk me down the Aisle with my Bulldog Bridesmaids Angel Star and Lil Belle 

and 2 Shoes, Lucy and Charley as my human Bridesmaids   

The day was crazy and so much fun, I could not believe we were actually getting married by 

a crazy USA Celebrity on his UK TV Show!  It really was the best day.  Not legal as such, 

but our vows were real as far as we are concerned and that was my real wedding day. 

 

We also were on Meridian TV News where they played our Karenoke Wedding video and 

the local Press came and took some photo’s and wrote a really fun back story. 

 

All in all a crazy fun Bulldog that was our Wedding…   

Here are some more photos… 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mMjLCdoaMBY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wQ9MVWb6ZTg
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In the press 

Angel Star also got in the local press as well… 

 

All in all a crazy fun Bulldog day that was our Wedding…   

Here are some more photos… 

Lady Lola. All 
dressed but at 13 too 
old for all the noise 
and fuss.   

 

King was Pete’s best 
man in matching 
shirts. 

A DAY IN THE LIFE OF A CELEBRITY BULLDOG 
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A DAY IN THE LIFE OF A CELEBRITY BULLDOG 

Behind the cameras………..           Ron performing the ceremony …………    Ron with Scott Elvis 

Ron walking the bridesmaids          King not impressed at having to wait around       Some other guests 

In the Car on way to Venue with Lil Belle     Ron falling in love with Angel Star            The Happy Couple 

Ron having some seaside fun 

 

Next month, all about Bulldog Day UK, 
we really hope to see you all… 

With very many thanks to Karen Chamberlain 
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The Bulldog Breed Council DVD is available through 

the website. 

An educational film  explaining  all the points in the 

Bulldog Breed Standard. 

www.bulldogbreedcouncil.co.uk 

 

 

Join the Bulldog Breed Council Education Facebook Group:   

EDUCATION STATION 

Whether you wish to show your Bulldog or have him at home as the beloved pet,  socialisation and 

training are essential. 

You will probably find puppy socialisation classes advertised at your vet’s surgery, so do go and 

have fun with other puppies. 

You can find local dog training  classes on the Kennel Club website www.thekennelclub.co.uk   

Also, why not join your local Bulldog Club.  Go to the Bulldog Breed Council website 

www.bulldogbreedcouncil.co.uk—under Contacts you will find the contact details of all the Club      

Secretaries. 
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Have you  ever considered Rescue and maybe rehoming a 

Bulldog. 

We have 2 Bulldog Rescue Charities:  

 

Bulldog Rescue  and The Edward Foundation 

Both of these charities do amazing work on behalf of the Bulldog Breed. Unfortunately this year, 

their fund raising activities have been severely disrupted due to the Covid pandemic. 

For details on how to contact them, or to make a donation, please go directly 

to their websites. 

Do you need specific advice about a condition or problem your bulldog displays? 

Bulldog Rescue are putting together a Bulldog Guide, aimed primarily at those that adopt 
dogs from us with specific issues, it's hoped that this section of our web site will go a long way to 
help all bulldog owners around the world. This Free Guide will be updated with articles on a regu-
lar basis and we want to know what you want to know. 

In the pipleline 

 Living with an epileptic Bulldog 

 Living with an incontinent Bulldog 

 Our Guide to avoid your dog being stolen 
 
What would you like to add? Just go to the Bulldog Rescue site, and let them know. 

FOR HELP AND ADVICE FROM THE HEALTH AND EDUCATION 

COMMITTEES, GO TO THE BULLDOG BREED COUNCIL       

EDUCATION STATION FACEBOOK PAGE 

WE WILL ANSWER YOUR BULLDOG RELATED QUESTIONS 

OR POINT YOU IN THE RIGHT DIRECTION 


